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brisk men come to it from other employments,* said a Spitalfields
weaver in 1838, 'and such as have ability gradually get to the other
branches of weaving, and thus the number of weavers is left too great.*
The trade was perforce hereditary: 'Weavers bring up their families to
be weavers from a desire to get something from their labour as soon as
possible and also from an inability to put them into other trades and
pay a premium/111 These things were at least equally true in the
eighteenth century. 'There are now many hands in the weaving trade
who were not brought up to it,' said a master-weaver in 1766.112 We
find boys of fifteen who are weavers, and weavers shifting to street-
selling and back again to weaving. Poor Thomas Bonney executed in
1744 for robbery on the highway was a weaver, born in Whitechapel
and given no education as his parents were very poor: 'his father,
being a weaver, taught him how to be useful to him in his trade, and he
worked about three years for him and then set up for himself, and
Darned generally about ten or twelve shillings a week. Business being a
little dull, he entered a man-of-war*, he returned, worked again at his
trade and married. * When his wife lay-in he happened to be out of work
and had not a penny to help,' so went out robbing. All this before he
was twenty-one.113
Another weaver who had the same melancholy end was Richard
Quayle, born in Cork in 1708 and apprenticed to a weaver,
... that trade failing in Ireland, he came to London where his parents were
. •. and worked at his trade at times. When his business was dead he sold
butter, eggs, roots, greens, or any small things he was capable of. He married
... had children, but having little to do and being brought into great straits
by*he hard weather last year... he took to bad company....
He was a foot-pad, seized 'after the fact' by the mob.114
By all the canons, many of the weavers did not rank as skilled arti-
sans, they had picked up the trade without apprenticeship, they did not
own their own tools but hired a loom and paid for a loom-standing or
worked for another journeyman; they were sometimes capable of
throwing a shuttle only, and their wages were far below the standard of
a skilled trade. At the other end of the scale were highly-skilled and
intelligent craftsmen, housekeepers, owning several looms. The weav-
ing of fine velvets, Bresson said, required a skill that not one workman

